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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer question one and any other two questions  
      
   
QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) 

John Goode founded good sure component limited (GSU) in 1984 as distributor of engineered 

products in the centrally located city where he live.  His extensive products range consisted of 

fasters, handtods, measuring implements, welding accessories, gauges, fringes and filter.  Prior to 

setting op (GSU) Goode hand worked for 21 years as a qualified engineer and a purchasing office 

for an engineering company.  This background had given him a deep understanding of customer 

needs and GSU had built an outstanding reputation for its customer service and reliable delivery.  

Good sure company had a successful margin average of 19 per cent on sales.  Initially, the company 

had faced six established competitors in the area which made Goode refocus its strategy so as to 

compete aggressively.  As the CEO Goode analyzed the company’s records and realized for the very 

first time inspection unit was derailing their progress in that after close examination it was 

discovered that inaccurate measurement and testing of products was done something that resulted to 

substandard products. Goode asserted that “for us to survive in the market quality products and of 

right quantity was paramount”  There was doubt Goode was ready to do whatever it took to ensure 

his company produced quality and the best for its customers.  As the CEO he also ensure his 
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company produced quality and the best for its customers.  As the CEO he also decided that the 

company needed an expert in material handling and storage management to tackle some of the 

problems posed among regular stock outs, physical distribution inefficiencies, concerns over quality 

by customers, stock location difficulties among others.  Good sure components also relied on Good 

for all its management, lacking professionals in various units as most of them were technicians who 

at times assumed responsibilities of other duties such as store management and often consulted 

Goode advice when faced with a challenge.  During a recent board meeting Goode prompted to 

consider expanding proactively into a machinery distribution which was a big investment and 

therefore needed clear and elaborate storage and material handling experts.  The company would 

need to introduce some changes in the way it carried its operation if this idea was to be implemented.  

For instance material handling equipment were to be bought increase the storage equipment and also 

put in place a clear store layout and design to accommodate all its products.  The main obstacle to 

possible expansion was that it had to stock and demonstrate machinery but this was not feasible at 

GSC current premise without adversely limiting its resources for the firms traditional “bread and 

butter”.  For some months now Goode had rendered whether to search for a commercial property to 

expand the traditional premises and therefore he knew a major decision was required to assist in 

evaluating all the pros and cons relating to the new venture which he was less familiar and therefore 

more risky but potentially more profitable. 

Required: 

(i) Analyze the possible problems faced by Good sure components in the area of material handling.

            (5 Marks) 

(ii) As a procurement professional, come up with a possible solutions to company should use to 

address in the problem in (a) above.       (5 Marks) 

(iii) Stores layout design is very critical in Goode sure component, advice Goode in his new 

expansion idea into machinery distribution explaining to him in pros and cons. (8 Marks) 

(iv) Discuss the possible options GSC can use to identify its products in the stores while 

minimizing damages.         (5 Marks) 

(v) Discuss possible challenges Good sure component would face for having stickouts. (3 Marks) 
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(vi) Explain to Goode sure what is meant by stick audit giving the benefits of having proper stick 

audits.           (4 Marks)

  

QUESTION TWO (20 MARKS) 

a) Describe the various categories of material handling equipments.   (10 Marks) 

b) Explain the meaning of the term stick holding policy and highlight the factors that determine it.

            (10 Marks)

      

QUESTION THREE (20 MARKS) 

a) The term material control encompasses the basic aims of the material management operation.  

Explain any five sources of information for material control.    (10 Marks) 

b) Identify and explain the various functions of a storage warehouse in content of procurement and 

supply chain.          (10 Marks) 

       

QUESTION FOUR (20 MARKS) 

a) Physical distribution means the movement of goods and information from the point of origin to 

the point of consumption.  Explain any five components of physical distribution. (10 Marks) 

b) Holding excessive inventory is as expensive as running out of stock.  Using appropriate 

examples, discuss this statement.        (10 Marks) 

 

QUESTION FIVE (20 MARKS) 

a) Highlight any five advantages of wooden pallets over steel and plastic pallets.  (5 Marks) 

b) Differentiate between centralized and decentralized stores.    (5 Marks) 

c) Explain the reasons for holding stock.       (10 Marks)


